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The Grateful Dead and the Commodification of Hippie Culture
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Abstract
The Grateful Dead were one of the most successful and enduring bands to come out of the
original hippie counterculture of the late 1960’s. Beginning as a small, experimental blues-rock
group with no desire to pursue commercial success, fame and fortune nonetheless found the
Dead over the course of their three decades on the road. Through constant touring, a consistent
level of apathy towards business and making money, and with the help of arguably the most
dedicated fanbase in music history, the Grateful Dead became more than just a band, they were
the face of a new cultural phenomenon that mirrored all of the virtues and vices of the
counterculture that created them. As is the ideal for a market economy however, widespread
fame often leads to widespread commercialization.
This thesis examines the Grateful Dead and their followers the Dead Heads, exploring their
complex relationships with fame, money, and capitalism and asking how a band so defined by its
anti-consumerist roots could become a highly recognizable and infinitely marketable brand that
has carried on into the current century. Examining such changes can perhaps better explain how
the American mass market co-opted, clashed with, and cashed in on a counterculture throughout
the last decades of the twentieth century.
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Introduction
Looking around at the crowd of Dead Heads making the pilgrimage toward the entrance
of Atlanta’s Lakewood Amphitheater in the Summer of 2019, I was struck by the shocking
amount of unabashed consumerism present in a band and crowd supposedly defined by the
hippie counterculture’s anti-consumerist values. Among the droves of long-haired teenagers,
middle aged suburbanites, ancient hippie burnouts, and unwashed vagabonds peeking from
behind a jungle of tangled dreadlocks (lovingly referred to as wooks), there was represented the
broad spectrum of both Grateful Dead fans and Grateful Dead merchandise.1 Many wore the
same Europe ‘72 shirt I had on (most likely bought from the same list of Grateful Dead apparel
on Amazon). A few more attendees sported Jerry Garcia pins, hats, socks and beer koozies
identical to those that lined the extensive rows of vendors occupying the entirety of the parking
lot scene. I even noticed striking similarities between Dead themed tattoos that covered the arms
and legs of the concert-goers. At the very least, I could consider myself lucky that I was the only
one around with my specific pair of knockoff Vans covered in the Dead’s iconic dancing bear
design.
“Shakedown Street,” the sprawling parking lot marketplace that crowds the front of
nearly every show, is as synonymous with the Dead experience as the musicians themselves.2 For
the most part, the scene was initially a by-product of the thousands of heads in the late seventies
who began camping outside of concert venues and gradually created a traveling marketplace to
help fund the journey. Ever since, countless rows of vendors selling everything from vegetarian
1

The term “wook” is a slang term derived from the “wookie” species in Star Wars, that became attached to certain
members of the Dead Head scene around the early 00’s. According to Everipedia.org, wooks are often identified as
being “tall, hairy, lacking hygiene, associated with drug use and [having] a tendency to borrow things.” For more on
wooks, see, David Garber, “How to Spot a Festival Wookie,” Vice (April, 2015).
2
The term “Shakedown Street,” in relation to parking lot marketplaces, comes from the title of the band’s 1978 song
and album by the same name. For more on the meaning of Shakedown Street and its place in the band’s history, see
David Dodd, “Greatest Stories Ever Told - ‘Shakedown Street,’ Dead.net (June, 2013).
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burritos to whole sheets of LSD have helped establish the roaming Dead Head community as a
veritable city of traveling merchants and the Shakedown Streets they inhabit have become an
essential aspect of the Dead experience. However, the nature of vending at Grateful Dead shows
has changed since it first began. What once might have been a vast colony of artisans and
ascetics attempting to simply scrape by while living on the road has since become a clear
example of one of the greatest criticisms leveled against the hippie counterculture movement
since the late sixties: the commodification and commercialization of its material culture at the
cost of its more genuine, ideological roots.
Criticisms such as these have always been present in regards to the hippie movement and
its legacy, even into the current day, but perhaps no two entities have become as synonymous
with the hippie culture and its commodification as the Grateful Dead and their adopted children,
the Dead Heads. Over the years, the band and its subcultural following have spread music,
merchandise, and iconography that continue to generate millions of dollars to this day (the
fiftieth anniversary “Fare Thee Well” tour alone raked in an estimated $53 million). 3 The
question then presents itself, how did this happen? Over the course of the band’s thirty years on
the road and beyond, how did they go from subsistence to affluence and how can we reconcile
this fact with the perceived anti-consumerist values of the counterculture they emerged from? I
argue that the commercialization of the Grateful Dead can be attributed both to the band’s
disinterest in being personally responsible for their commercial success and marketability and the
automatic tendency for markets to get larger as the number of dedicated consumers increase.
Over thirty years of serving the music, but also never fully rejecting the fame that came their
way, the Dead’s adherence to this middle-of-the-road path helped create a new counter cultural
3

Ray Waddell, “Live Music’s $20 Billion Year: The Grateful Dead’s Fare Thee Well Reunion, Taylor Swift, One
Direction Top Boxscore’s Year-End,” Billboard Box Score, December 11, 2015,
https://www.billboard.com/pro/top-boxscores-2015-power-healthy-touring-industry/ (accessed March 15, 2022).
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phenomenon and a new hip economy, both reminiscent of the movement they came from, with
all of its virtues and vices intact.
To understand the part that the Dead have played in this phenomenon over the years, we
must first look to the counterculture from whence they came. Oceans of ink have been spilled
about the hippies since they first exploded onto the scene in the mid sixties, but a few distinct
eras of scholarly interest have gradually helped us draw a number of conclusions about what they
were, what they are, and where they went. From the first social and philosophical considerations
of the still budding movement in the late sixties, to insightful retrospectives with the benefit of
fifty years of hindsight, the study of the hippie counterculture has bred a variety of opinions and
prophecies over the last half century. In the same way, as the Grateful Dead themselves continue
to persist as a social and commercial phenomenon, scholarly considerations of them have grown
more profound and more plentiful.
The first era of interest in the hippie counterculture was, appropriately enough, in the late
1960’s as some scholars scrambled to understand the ideological and philosophical
underpinnings of a new cultural movement based on non-interference, non-violence, and the
alteration of consciousness through drugs. The most profound and impactful of these early works
on the hippie culture was Theodore Roszak, who described the culture, its background, and the
technocratic society it rebelled against in his Making of a Counter Culture (1969).4 As one of the
earliest and most definitive works on the burgeoning movement from a scholarly perspective,
Roszak is in fact credited with coining the term “counter culture” to refer to all forms of youthful
opposition that started emerging in the 1960’s, and identifying the technocracy as the command

4

Theodore Roszak, The Making of A Counter Culture: Reflections on the Technocratic Society and its Youthful
Opposition (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1968, 1969).
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perennial enemy of all of them.5 What’s more, Roszak’s work also provides the first prediction of
hip commodification and commercialization. For the prophetic philosopher, it was well within
the capability of the technocracy to co-opt dissent and overpower a counter culture’s ability to
consciously reject the system.6 The technocracy, and specifically the American Mass-Market was
an all-encompassing cultural tidal wave that was nothing if not adaptable, and in many instances,
its victims were often taken willingly. This theme of co-optation would become central to many
scholarly discussions of the commodification of hippie culture that followed and, more
specifically, can begin to help explain how such counter cultural icons like the Grateful Dead and
their followers could gradually, by necessity or deception, be drawn into a system they blatantly
denounced.
While scholars like Roszak worked to give the hippie movement its due credit as a
serious ideological and cultural phenomenon, other works in the late 1960s like Burton Wolfe’s,
The Hippies (1968) tended to favor alarmist, anti-hippie propaganda over serious cultural study.7
For Wolfe, the scene was simply an irreverent, hedonistic petre dish of drug use and sexual
disease. What’s more, in order to understand the music the counterculture produced, specifically
that of the Grateful Dead, the author claims “you have to be a hippie, negro, or drug addict.”8
Propaganda like this did much to stifle serious conversations surrounding the hippie culture for
decades as the popular perceptions of the hippie counterculture tended to reflect the images
conjured up by scholars like Wolfe and popular conservative media outlets like CBS, Time

5

Roszak, 5. Drawing heavily from the works of twentieth century philosopher Jacques Ellul (1912-1994), Roszak’s
Technocracy is a state of social and economic development that denies the small, simple, or non-technical, to the
point where mankind is reduced to a mechanized function of simple problem solving. See Jacques Ellul, trans. John
Wilkinson, The Technological Society (New York: Vintage Books, 1964).
6
Roszak, xiv.
7
Burton Wolfe, The Hippies (New York: Signet Books, 1968).
8
Wolfe, 35.
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Magazine, and Newsweek.9 Instead of approaching the topic with even a spoonful of scholarly
curiosity, Wolfe played to the perceptions of scared parents, too swept up in the brightly colored
spectacle of the movement to consider its foundations, and ultimately writing it off as a
dionysian perversion of the established American ethos. For decades, these popular perceptions
of the counterculture and the culture’s own increasing commercialization continued to define it
and it became harder than ever to make an argument for the movement’s historical or
sociological significance. This seemed to change towards the end of the twentieth century,
however, as the study of hip entered a new golden age.
The second era of interest in the hippie counterculture came around the turn of the
millennium with works like Timothy Miller’s, The Hippies and American Values (1991), Stuart
Kallen’s, Sixties Counterculture (2001), and Peter Braunstein and Michael William Doyle’s,
Imagine Nation (2002) focusing on the rise, fall, and legacy of the movement from the benefit of
hindsight.10 Miller’s work in particular does much to reestablish the hippies as a serious
ideological movement with profound and distinctive – though perhaps not universal – values.
Likewise, hip commodification in particular became a popular topic of discussion among
scholars. Authors like Thomas Frank explored the issue perhaps better than anyone else at the
time in his book The Conquest of Cool (1997), where he argues that the main avenue by which
the hippies were commodified was that of co-optation as predicted by thinkers like Roszak.11
Rather than depicting big business as a shadowy parasite, preying on the legitimacy of the hippie

9

“Youth: The Hippies,” Time Magazine 90 (July, 1967); “Dropouts With a Mission, Newsweek 69 (February 6,
1967): 92-95.
10
Timothy Miller, The Hippies and American Values (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 1991); Barney
Hoskyns, “The Birth of the Hippie Culture,” in ed. Stuart A. Kallen, Sixties Counterculture (San Diego, CA:
Greenhaven Press, Inc., 2001): 107-114; Peter Braunstein and Michael William Doyle, Imagine Nation: The
American Counterculture of the 1960s and ‘70s (New York: Routledge, 2002).
11
Thomas Frank, The Conquest of Cool: Business Culture, Counterculture, and the Rise of Hip Consumerism
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997): 7.
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movement, Frank argues that the hippie movement sold itself somewhat willingly, either by
coercion or simply by the temptation of the material comforts provided by the technocracy.
Works like Conquest of Cool and The Hippies and American Values have all contributed
to our understanding of the movement as a whole and have done much to reshape conversations
and popular perceptions surrounding the counterculture, but it must also be noted that this period
in hip historiography had one major oversight. When discussing the hippie movement and how it
lives on today, many of these texts lack a consideration that the counterculture survives in any
capacity other than as a symbol of the sixties or an enduring fashion trend. It is here that studies
of the Grateful Dead in particular can help fill in the gaps left, as one who examines the band
notices that the chaotic heart and soul of the hippie movement remains woven into the very
fabric of one of its most popular and enduring cultural exports.
The end of the twentieth century also saw the initial rise of scholarly works on the
Grateful Dead in particular. Thoughtful biographies of the band emerged as early as 1983 with
Blair Jackson’s The Music Never Stopped being published as the Dead entered its most
commercial decade yet.12 After the death of lead guitarist Jerry Garcia and the collapse of the
band as a whole however, longtime Grateful Dead publicist Dennis McNally produced A Long
Strange Trip (2001), the inside history of the Grateful Dead and the veritable Grateful Dead
Bible for any hip historian to follow.13 McNally’s work provides countless poignant insights into

12

Blair Jakson, Grateful Dead: The Music Never Stopped (New York: Putnam Pub Group, 1983)
Dennis McNally, A Long Strange Trip: The Inside History of the Grateful Dead (New York: Broadway Books,
2002). McNally’s book, along with personal conversations with McNally and Sam Cutler, the Grateful Dead’s tour
manager from 1970 to 1974, will serve as the most valuable sources of information on the band and its history for
the purposes of this thesis. By providing their own sides of the story, both men help represent the Dead in very
different eras, but have also helped pinpoint many of the characteristics that stayed the same throughout the band’s
lifetime, specifically the fact that they never pursued money or fame, but never truly rejected it either. As will be
discussed, this consideration in particular is at the core of how I argue the Grateful Dead were commercialized with
every passing decade.
13
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the heart of the band, the values that drove it, and the many changes it experienced over three
decades on the road.
The third era of scholarly interest in the hippie counterculture seems to be upon us, and
the Grateful Dead have continuously become a more crucial piece to that puzzle. The past ten
years have seen detailed historical works by David Farber like “Moral Capitalism in the Age of
Great Dreams” (2017) which have helped further our understanding of how the Dead in
particular fit into the continuously evolving essence and perception of the hippies and their
commercialization.14 The article paints the Grateful Dead’s constant balance between their
anti-consumerist roots and the world of fame and fortune as purely representative of the
counterculture they grew out of.15 Additionally, Nicholas G. Merriwether’s, Reading the Grateful
Dead (2012), serves as a modern, critical examination of the band, the culture it represents, and
the philosophical and sociological underpinnings that guide it and its followers.16 As a collection
of essays, the book’s contributors take a number of creative routes in understanding the Grateful
Dead and the Dead Head subculture that grew around them, helping argue the latter’s
significance as a piece of the great American nomadic tradition by utilizing the strong online
communities of Dead Heads that have existed since the dawn of the internet. And though much
about the Dead and its scene has changed over the years, this work also helps relate to the reader
that even after half a century, the Dead Heads’ devotion to the band continues to inspire,
fascinate, and in some cases disturb any who are brave enough to look upon it.
Recent years have not only seen increasing historical interest in the Dead, but have also
brought a number of useful insights from the world of hippie-fied business scholarship, to
14

David Farber, “Moral Capitalism in the Age of Great Dreams: the Grateful Dead’s Struggle to Craft Right
Livelihoods,” The Sixties: A Journal of History, Politics, and Culture 10 (2017): 63-93.
15
Farber, 64.
16
Ed. Nicholas G. Merriwhether, Reading the Grateful Dead: A Critical Survey (Lanham, MD : Scarecrow Press,
2012).
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varying degrees of usefulness or accuracy. For instance, authors like Michael Klassen, Hippie
Inc. (2016) helped further our understanding of the hippies and their connection to the American
mass market by making the bold claim that the hippies had a strong entrepreneurial streak from
the beginning, a claim that he supports by dissecting hip businesses in the original
Haight-Ashbury scene.17 Additionally, his utilization of personal interviews with impactful hip
businessmen like Tsvi Strauch strengthen his claim and make his short, but profound work, one
of the best on the original counterculture. On the other hand, a book like Barry Barnes’
Everything I Know About Business I Learned From The Grateful Dead (2011), while
well-researched, fails to fully grasp the Dead’s lack of true agency in their success, citing the
apparent genius of specific business practices that Sam Cutler and Dennis McNally would rather
describe as simply incidental.18 Overall, non-historical works on the counterculture and its
commodification have produced mixed results, but can still have a great deal of influence on our
understanding of the Grateful Dead, the hippie counterculture, and the relationship of both with
American business.
It will be the mission of this thesis to unwind the tangled ends of all of these eras of
interest to form a larger narrative around the hippie counterculture and its commodification,
through the lens of its longest lasting original creation, The Grateful Dead. Through decades of
changes, and decades of similarities, the Dead have continued to be both a shining example of
the best the hippie movement had to offer, and the stereotype of its commercialization, while still
maintaining one of the strongest and most devoted fan bases in music history. The question
remains then, how did we get here? How do these seemingly contradictory images of the band
and the culture it represents apply to both the depths of its ideological roots, and the shallowest
17

Michael Klassen, Hippie, Inc., (Boston: SixOneSeven Books, 2016).
Barry Barnes, Everything I Know About Business I Learned From the Grateful Dead: The Ten Most Innovative
Lessons From A Long, Strange Trip (New York: Grand Central Publishing, 2011).
18
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of its popular perceptions? To begin tackling these questions, we must first survey the origins of
the Grateful Dead in the Day-Glo colored sights and psychedelic sounds of the late sixties.
Before they found commercial success, before they were labeled prophets by thousands of
adoring Dead Heads, before the slow attrition and eventual collapse of the Grateful Dead, Jerry
Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Bill Kreutzmann, and Ron “Pigpen” McKernan began filling the
dense Pacific air of San Francisco with ear shattering electric music.

11

The Sixties
See that girl, barefootin' along,
Whistlin' and singin', she's a carryin' on.
There's laughing in her eyes, dancing in her feet,
She's a neon-light diamond and she can live on the street.
- The Golden Road19
The sixties were a period of unprecedented experimentation in business, especially within
the budding hippie counterculture. New motives and strategies in commerce were exemplified in
the development of everything from head shops to music promoters, making the original hip
scene, which cropped up in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood of San Francisco around 1965,
one of untapped commercial potential.20 For the Grateful Dead specifically however, the power
of hip commerce was seldom felt in their first half-decade. Rather, their moderate success in this
period was one of popularity and cultural significance as they helped shape the San Francisco
live music scene. Regardless of any real commercial success in this time period, the band
nonetheless established an inextricable connection to the broader counterculture in the last years
of the 1960s, a connection that remained long after the original movement was thought dead by
scholars and many of the general public.
Even though the hippies have long been connected to the notions of anti-consumerism,
anti-capitalism, and anti-authoritarianism, the power and popularity of hip commerce within the
original Haight-Ashbury scene shows that the hippies actually had an entrepreneurial streak of
all their own.21 Rather than completely rejecting all forms of American capitalism, many hippies
endeavored to simply remodel the system in their image, creating a unique business model that
preached the same values of love, peace, acceptance, individuality, and honesty that had begun to
19

Jerome J. Garcia, Philip Lesh, Robert Hall Weir, Ronald Charles Mckernan, William Kreutzmann, “The Golden
Road,” track 1 on The Grateful Dead, Warner Records Inc (1967).
20
Though the exact “day one” of the hippies is debatable, many scholars mark the counterculture’s origins at the first
Acid Test, which took place at Ken Babb’s house in Santa Cruz in 1965. See Barney Hoskyns, “The Birth of the
Hippie Culture,” in ed. Stuart A. Kallen, Sixties Counterculture (San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, Inc., 2001): 111.
21
Michael Klassen, Hippie, Inc., (Boston: SixOneSeven Books, 2016): 12.
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define the core of the hippie movement.22 And though there were certainly countercultural
dissidents and sects like the Diggers, who fully denounced capitalism (and often rejected the
label of “hippie” in the first place), reception of these hip businesses was mostly positive
amongst the counterculture movement.23 Underground newspapers like The San Francisco
Oracle help us understand that the hippie movement was in a way dependent on its unique form
of commerce and communication as issues were often filled with advertisements for everything
from health food stores, head shops, and the latest hip music releases.24 Even businesses that
weren’t directly related to the counterculture began to pick up on the potential success of this
value-driven business strategy and would likewise begin to see the counterculture as a symbolic
ally in their fight to revitalize American consumerism. 25 It became clearer that by the late sixties,
hip was a style, a strategy, and a commodity.26
One of, if not the most profitable hip commodity proved to be the counterculture’s
distinct, psychedelic blend of traditional folk music and ear-shattering rock and roll that had
defined the hippies since 1966.27 From the beginning, bands like Big Brother and the Holding
Company, The Jefferson Airplane, and the Grateful Dead had filled the streets of the
Haight-Ashbury scene with the psychedelic sounds of bluesy and emphatic vocals, frantic
harmonic scales, unrelenting world rhythms, and mind-boggling dissonance. Usually holding fast
to the counterculture’s values, but still marked with the same entrepreneurial streak that came
22

Klassen.
Klassen, 63. The Diggers were a popular theatre troupe that were known for their declaration of “the death of
money,” their “free store” and other public outreach projects, and their organization of the “Death of Hip” parade in
1967. For more on the Diggers, see Sean Steele, “Playing for Keeps: The Diggers, Life-Acting and Guerrilla Theater
in San Francisco’s Psychedelic ‘60s,” American Studies Journal 18 (2020),
http://op.asjournal.org/playing-for-keeps-the-diggers-life-acting-and-guerrilla-theater-in-san-franciscos-psychedelic60s/, Accessed October 29, 2021
24
The City of San Francisco Oracle 7 (February, 1967): 43-50.
25
Thomas Frank, The Conquest of Cool: Business Culture, Counterculture, and the Rise of Hip Consumerism
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997): 9
26
Frank, 148, 186.
27
Klassen, 41.
23
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part and parcel with the hippie’s distinctly American identity, many hip bands never prioritized
profit, but still often resolved to try their hand at making it big. Even the Grateful Dead, who
would eventually become the most financially successful band to come out of the original
counterculture, claimed to never be driven by money. “Serve the music'' was Jerry Garcia’s
mantra, and it always would be, but the band nonetheless never fully rejected the “traditional
process.”28
In 1966, though hesitant and skeptical of throwing their lot in with any formal company,
the Grateful Dead were able to cut their first studio album with a then small Los Angeles based
company called Warner Bros., who promised them immense creative freedom and a generous
budget with which to produce the record.29 With a $10,000 advance and an 8% royalty
agreement, the band’s self-titled album was produced over the end of 1966 and was officially
released on St. Patrick’s Day, 1967 to lukewarm, but not overly unkind reviews.30 Overall, The
Grateful Dead album did not sell particularly well. Despite this lack of immense commercial
success, however, the deal with Warner Bros. had a substantial impact on both the company and
the band. As the company’s first rock band, collaboration with the Grateful Dead worked to raise
Warner’s “hipness quotient.”31 Furthermore, the company’s willingness to grant creative freedom
to even seemingly niche hippie bands gave them a reputation as not just a legitimate company,
but an artist-friendly one.32 This kind of creative freedom would continue to be a staple of the
Grateful Dead’s deals with Warner, as present in later contracts with the company from 1969 and
onward.33 As for the Dead, the deal gave them a springboard for these later deals with Warner,
28

Dennis McNally, A Long Strange Trip: The Inside History of the Grateful Dead (New York: Broadway Books,
2002): 171, 351.
29
McNally, 172
30
McNally, 186.
31
McNally, 173.
32
McNally.
33
Warner Bros. Contract (1969), Box 132, Folder 2, MS 332, series 2, The Grateful Dead Archives at University of
California Santa Cruz.
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the experience required to hone the unfamiliar craft of packaging their sound in a more
commercially digestible way, and also provided some much needed publicity, especially in
underground newspapers like the San Francisco Oracle.34 Though something of a commercial
flop, this milestone in the Dead’s history exemplifies the willingness of companies to take a
chance on the weird or unorthodox in the late sixties and also helps characterize the Grateful
Dead’s approach to the music business as a kind of a casual ambivalence. With one foot planted
firmly in the grassroots, community-oriented ethos of the hippie movement and the other testing
the waters of potential commercial success, the band established a pattern of never prioritizing
fame, but never fully rejecting it either. This would not only become a prominent theme in the
development of later studio albums and other ventures into the business side of music, but would
also permeate through how the Dead prioritized and perfected their live performances in the
coming decades.
The relative commercial failure of the Grateful Dead album hardly seemed to matter for
the band, as their essence had always been and always would be found within their live
performances and the community that had fostered their local success from the start. Ever since
they emerged from the chaotic, boundary breaking experiences of Ken Kesey’s Acid Tests from
1965 to 1966, the band had tried to simulate and explore the psychedelic experience through
experimentation with their sound, the extent of which was not easily captured through the
traditional record format (thirty minute improvisational jams did not make for a number one hit
single). With the help of a still growing hip scene, business savvy music promoters like Bill
Graham and Chet Helms, and some good old fashioned law breaking, the Grateful Dead and its
members became some of the most prominent figures in the hip music pantheon, regardless of
their ability to produce successful studio records or even an active desire to make it big in the
34

The City of San Francisco Oracle 7 (February, 1967): 44.
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first place.35 Present at each of hip music’s great epochs from the Human Be-In and Monterey
Pop Festival to a notoriously short-lived set at Woodstock, The Grateful Dead became defined by
their live sound.36 An unrivaled musical experience where the boundary between performer and
audience were blurred and a unifying communal experience was born from the ethereal chaos, a
Grateful Dead show saw traditional blues, bluegrass, and rock and roll gradually give way to a
mystical, almost religious ritual that did not only simulate psychedelic space, but created it. This
kind of improvisational paradigm took shape over the course of the late sixties, and would help
establish the groundwork of what would become something of a unique formula for live
performances in later decades.37
By helping shape the sounds and attitudes of the whole counterculture, the Grateful Dead
also often acted as the voice of the counterculture and its values as early as 1967 from the
perspective of outsiders and insiders alike. Jerry Garcia in particular was often noted as a
“spiritual advisor to the whole rock scene” in San Francisco, a notion that he would call “a crock
of shit” in one interview with Rolling Stone.38 Furthermore, their appearances in pieces of
popular, nationally distributed media like one bit of anti-hippie propaganda produced by CBS
called “The Hippie Temptation,” helped make the Grateful Dead a necessary fixture of the
counterculture on all accounts.39 Whether they wanted to or not, the Grateful Dead were
bannermen for the original counterculture and would become instrumental in spreading the
sounds, ideals, and aesthetics of the counterculture to other parts of the United States. Of all of
35

Klassen, 49-51.
The Human Be-In and Monterey Pop Festival were large festivals during the Summer of Love. The former was
organized by beat-hip poet Allen Ginsberg and was considered one of the movement’s greatest successes. For more,
see Jana Kramer, exc. “From Paterfamilias–1” in ed. Henry Finder, The 60s: The Story of a Decade (New York:
Modern Library, 2016): 434.
37
Michael Kaler, “How the Grateful Dead Learned to Jam,” in ed. Nicholas G Meriwether, Reading the Grateful
Dead: A Critical Survey (Lanham, MD : Scarecrow Press 2012): 66.
38
Jann S.Wenner and Charles Reich, “Dawn of the Dead,” excerpt from Rolling Stone RS 100 (January 20, 1972)
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the hippies’ values, however, none would become so synonymous with the Grateful Dead and
their eventual acolytes as the idealistic openness, and limitless personal freedom that sat at the
heart of the countercultural ethos.
“Do your own thing” was one of the earliest hip maxims. A sentiment expressed by
beatniks and proto-hippies since before the first Acid Test in the fall of 1965, the phrase carried
with it the essence of the hippies dionysian fixation on peace, pleasure, and non-interference.40
The notion became so intimately associated with the counterculture that it became something of
a defining feature for outsider sources like one influential Time Magazine article from 1967 and
Tom Wolfe’s journalistic examination of Ken Kesey and his Merry Pranksters, The Electric
Kool-Aid Acid Test.41 Truly, it was one of the most sacred tenets of hip and one that helps explain
the vast variety of values within the original counterculture, namely, their almost naive
acceptance of anyone and everyone to act out their “trip” how they saw fit. Within the radical
idealism of the hippies lay a foundational belief that the benefit of the doubt could only produce
good. But while this sentiment led to some of the hippies’ greatest social and commercial
innovations, it also proved to engender some of its most devastating failures.
For one, rampant commercialism within the hippie movement had started to wear down
on the more serious elements of the counterculture.42 As the counterculture movement continued
to brand itself on unmitigated freedom and noninterference, it unsurprisingly led to a change in
the hippies’ image. By 1968, popular perceptions of the hippies – even on college campuses,
traditional epicenters of hip activity – had changed. What had once been considered a serious
ideological or philosophical movement became increasingly defined solely by distinct material
40
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cues as companies big and small produced “love beads” and “hippie sandals,” painting America
tie dye and helping open a consumer-accessible pathway to countercultural clout.43 All of this
contributed to the overwhelming diversity of the hippie movement as it neared the end of the
1960s, which would prove to be one of its greatest and most enduring strengths and one of its
most glaring weaknesses.
The counterculture’s trademark radical acceptance would not only affect the widespread
perception and mainstream commercialization of the hippie movement in the late sixties, but also
arguably contributed to the event that seemed to bring it all crashing down. At the end of 1969,
the large music festival held at the Altamont Speedway in Tracy, California would become an
infamous reminder that the hippies’ values of acceptance and total, unadulterated freedom would
not always bear successful results. What could have been a follow-up to the resounding success
of Woodstock a few months prior was instead a violent, apocalytic event that resulted in
countless beatings and the death of four people, including one murder at the hands of one of the
Hell’s Angels tasked with running security. The Angels were hired by the Rolling Stones at the
recommendation of the Dead, who, along with the rest of the San Francisco scene, had cultivated
something of a friendly symbiosis with the infamous fraternity (at least the San Francisco
chapter) since the days of Kesey and the Acid Tests. 44 In fact, “every free show in the Bay Area
since 1966 had included the Angels.” 45 This understanding and camaraderie, however, seemed
not to have extended to the other chapters from Oakland and San Jose who had been on the verge
of violence since the festival’s start.46 The looming tension was likewise exacerbated by an
environmental overload of some 300,000 people, some of whom had proved to be less than
43
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sane.47 The hollow eyed junkies and manic speed freaks did little to settle the Angels’ nerves and
vice versa. The result was a scene of horrified confusion and chaos that ultimately made
Altamont appear to be the herald of death for the original hippie movement. It became apparent
that the hippies’ trust and acceptance was not as universally regarded as they might have been
led to believe by the success of Woodstock or the numerous Bay Area hip epochs. Perhaps the
world was changing, or perhaps the hippies’ naive optimism had just finally betrayed them.
Whatever the cause, it seemed that the first wave of countercultural idealism had finally reached
its high water mark, seemingly receding into the background and persisting only through the
material culture that had since integrated with mainstream society and a few bright-eyed
holdouts.
As the Grateful Dead sifted through the ruins of the cultural experiment to which they
had become so intimately linked, they stood at the cusp of a new era. Picking up what ideals and
lessons they had learned from the original hippie movement and determined to continue making
music they loved for as many people as would listen, the Dead would enter the seventies with the
same hopefulness and vigor that had defined them from the beginning, but would also set the
groundwork for a decade of changes. On the one hand, they were determined to “serve the
music,” and with a few new songs, a new touring manager, and a devotion to their growing
fanbase, the band would begin the new decade attempting to do just that.48 On the other hand, as
the Dead stepped out onto a national and international stage, the necessity of funding their own
success would draw them to lean just a bit further into the role of a professional, successful rock
group.
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The Seventies
Who can deny? Who can deny?
It’s not just a change in style
One step down and another begun
And I wonder how many miles
- New Speedway Boogie49
The seventies saw unprecedented change for the Grateful Dead. Emerging from the
fallout of Altamont and the perceived end of the original hippie scene, the band entered the
decade as a niche group of acid rockers with a small following, exemplifying the heart of the
original counterculture through the motives and methods that drove them. As the seventies wore
on however, they would begin to slowly drift further into the persona of a professional, organized
enterprise, still representing their hip roots, but becoming a more successful, accessible group in
the process. By playing to their strengths, organizing their business affairs in a way that was
representative of hip values like inclusivity and non-interference, connecting to and serving their
fanbase, and ultimately changing their style to adapt to a new era, the Dead would become more
than bannermen for the hippie movement, they would become the face a hip cultural
phenomenon for a new generation.
The Dead were not rock stars in the early seventies. They had a few studio albums under
their belt, played a few short tours in different parts of the country, and even stood out amongst
the larger hippie “Acid Rock” scene, but even with the relative success of their two flagship
albums of the new decade, Workingman’s Dead (1970) and American Beauty (1970), by
mainstream standards, they were small potatoes.50 What little success they found had been
through their unique live shows and the gaggle of countercultural holdouts they attracted. As
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such, these live gigs remained the band’s primary concern throughout the seventies, both because
of the Dead’s desire to “serve the music” and because it was the only thing capable of sustaining
them. Records had never really sold and could not even properly capture the core of what the
band strived to invoke in their music. If they wanted to exercise and refine the technical ability
and experimental sound to their fullest extent and still make any kind of living doing it, live gigs
were the only option. But these gigs were just enough to sustain them, especially after one
massive financial blow they took at the beginning of the decade. In 1970, band manager Lenny
Hart (the father of one of the band’s two drummers, Mickey Hart) embezzled $155,000 of the
band’s profits, fled the country, and left the band “essentially penniless.”51 Now, more than ever,
gigs were a matter of survival. While most bands toured in order to promote studio records, the
Dead “had to play live to make a living.”52 So as they walked this line between desire and
necessity, the Dead lived roughly hand to mouth for years, slowly accumulating a following with
the help of some much needed reorganization, and eventually letting success find them.53
While serving the music would remain the band’s primary motive, the treachery of Lenny
Hart nonetheless proved that a change in structure in their management and finances was
desperately needed. In the same year, the band entered into a tripartite management arrangement
with longtime friends Jon McIntire and Dave Parker, who handled business with the record
company and finances respectively, in addition to a wily Brit named Sam Cutler, who hopped on
as the band’s road manager after the fallout of the Altamont disaster. 54 With the aid of the
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numerous business strategies and insights provided by Cutler in particular, the Dead learned to
play to their strengths, emphasizing their live performances even more by gradually booking
larger, more lucrative gigs and establishing a proper national touring schedule.55 Over the next
few years, this change in organization helped make cash flow more consistent and more plentiful
and by 1973, financial statements showed an income of $250,000 from eleven gigs, $77,000 of
which was pure profit.56 Even though it was not their immediate goal, Dead’s business side was
“accelerating wildly upward,” in no small part due to the contributions of Cutler and the Dead’s
own ability to retain a few of the lessons taught by the original counterculture’s value-driven
business model.57
Even in the face of the success the band began experiencing during the early seventies,
the Grateful Dead rejected the temptation to fully capitalize on their quality product to its fullest
extent and instead made shows cost as little as possible, last as long as possible, and sound as
good as possible. They made ticket prices as low as they could, often lower than any other band
working around them because they wanted their music to be offered to as many people as wanted
to listen.58 This change could be seen at the door of the venue, but also impacted how their music
expanded to a wider audience. Throughout the seventies and into the eighties, the Dead
broadcasted a number of full concerts live to AM and FM radio stations. 59 It was an old
technique that had come out of the San Francisco scene and would be part of the Dead’s
playbook until the end.60 In this way, the Grateful Dead continued to show that despite a level of
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income that would have made the Diggers cry heresy, at their core, they still weren’t rock stars,
remaining relatable, accessible, and steadfast in the values and ideals that had long defined them.
Cutler recalls moments when the band would finish playing a three hour show, smoke a joint,
drink a beer, then proceed to sit on the edge of the stage and talk with the audience for another
hour or two until the crew had finished breaking down the equipment.61 They retained a
communal spirit from the original counterculture movement and what’s more, they felt that they
were part of the same subculture as the audiences they drew.
The Grateful Dead shared an overwhelming sense of community with their fans. This
could be attributed to the fact that, in the early seventies, these wide-eyed acolytes were largely
cut from the same cloth as the band they followed. The Dead were hippie freaks that had
survived the countercultural cataclysm of a few years prior and for those holding out, this meant
that they were, in some capacity, de facto representatives of what remained of the movement and
their growing fanbase was their constituency. It follows then, that in an effort to remain
connected with the niche audience they had found over the previous years, the band decided to
include a small but significant addition to the liner notes of their self titled 1971 live album,
colloquially known as Skull and Roses (Skullfuck for the true Dead Head).62 The now infamous
call to action read:
DEAD FREAKS UNITE
Who are you? Where are you?
How are you?
Send us your name and address
and we'll keep you informed
61
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Dead Heads
P.O. Box 1065
San Rafael, California
9490163
Not only is this the first documented mention of the term “Dead Head,” but such an invitation
also set the tone for the band’s unbreakable connection with those they played for. From this
initial embrace of the stewing subculture that formed around the Dead, the band continued to
take measures that could connect them to their followers even more, often at no small cost to the
band but to varying degrees of success. One of the most successful and impactful of these was
the official Grateful Dead Newsletter, which provided important tour information, band news,
and personal anecdotes to the masses at a cost of about $35,000 a year.64 It kept Dead Heads
informed, kept the Dead connected to their fans, and was sometimes even used to mobilize the
Dead Heads for a cause like stopping the spread and sale of counterfeit copies of the Dead’s
1974 album, Wake of the Flood.65
While the Grateful Dead did much to bring the Dead Heads together and draw them
closer to the music they loved, the band also proved to have very little control over the
subculture that was forming around them. And though the vast parking lot marketplaces that
would come to define their “scene” was still years away, other Dead Head practices like taping
and exchanging copies of whole live shows would only strengthen the growth of the community
and eventually helped make the Grateful Dead one the most recorded bands in history.66 Taping
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had been a practice since the late sixties, but as the Dead Head subculture began to form, it
became more prominent and more out of the band’s control, much to the chagrin of Warner
Bros.67 Warner pushed back against the practice, but according to Sam Cutler, it was just “too
much of a fucking hassle” to enforce, so in the coming years the Dead would decide to solve the
problem set aside a taping section for those who wanted to record and even allowing for tapers to
plug directly into the band’s soundboard so tapers could get the highest quality recording
possible.68 And while this would later be heralded as a savvy business move on the part of the
Dead, Cutler made it clear that in his view, it was simply a stroke of accidental genius brought on
by the Grateful Dead’s neutrality or perhaps apathy towards making money.69 As he put it, “from
the beginning… most of the decisions that the Grateful Dead made were made by default rather
than [by] some great hippie insight into how to improve things financially.”70 Once again we see
that even without the necessary desire to pursue fame or success, fame and success nonetheless
found the Dead.
This growing fame persisted even as the death of founding member and unofficial
frontman Ron “Pig Pen” McKernan in March, 1973. The death of the blues vocalist, organist,
percussionist and harmonica player left a gaping hole in the heart and sound of the band; and
though their style and image would never be the same again, the introduction of two new
members, Keith and Donna Jean Godcheax, a year prior had helped keep the band afloat and had
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a measurable impact on the group for years to come. Keith added elegant, but wild piano playing
while Donna provided haunting, dulcet vocals to a number of songs both new and old. Together,
the couple helped breathe new life into a band that had just lost part of their original, bluesman
identity. Between the loss of an original, foundational member of the band, and the growing
prominence of two new players, the era of Donna and Keith would help provide the base for the
changing sound and image of the band throughout the 1970s.
Riding on a healthy if not dizzying rise in popularity, the band’s casual approach to
business bled over into their business affairs and studio work. In 1973, the band’s personal
independent record label, Grateful Dead Records, was born.71 Over the following years, it would
serve as both their most direct rejection of the traditional music industry and their biggest jump
into the realities of American business. Grateful Dead Records (along with its sister company
Round Records) was the brainchild of Ron Rakow, a longtime associate of the band and former
runner for the New York Stock Exchange. 72 He had sold the idea to Jerry Garcia in 1972 on the
possibility that it could serve as a massive middle finger to the American music industry, help
circumvent the influence of larger record companies, and make the band more financially
independent as a whole.73 It was risky, but a climb into the belly of the beast made a modicum of
sense to a band who had always felt slightly cynical towards the traditional music industry.74 This
move would arguably do more harm than good in the long run however, as a number of problems
quickly appeared in the professionalization of the Dead’s time-tested “decisions by default”
business model.75
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For one, the Grateful Dead name didn’t sell records. Warner had been the band’s producer
since the sixties, even offering bonuses like TV advertisement as early as 1971, but the sale of
studio records had still always taken a backseat to the success of their live performances.76
Because of this, their divorce from the company would only do more to handicap the fledgling
company from the start. Even though 1974 saw the band achieve moderate success with the
production of the “lovely, pastoral” studio album Wake of the Flood (which sold 400,000 copies),
much of the profit went towards paying off the band’s expensive Europe ‘72 tour.77
Financially and creatively, the band was treading water in the mid seventies; an unstable
situation that was exacerbated even further by the mounting cost of their live shows. Stretched
thin across larger and more frequent gigs, constant travel had begun to take its toll on the band as
the physical demand of playing night after night and cost of transporting the “30,000 lb of
concert gear” that made up their Wall of Sound, became unsustainable.78 Every band has its
logistical and creative breaking point and by 1974, the Dead had reached it.79
The chaos began at the beginning of the year when Jerry Garcia and Ron Rakow fired
Sam Cutler.80 Whether due to the overwhelming cost and physical demand of touring, Cutler’s
driven, business-minded machismo, or perhaps even a “scheme” of Rakow and the record
company (which Cutler has long been convinced was probably the case), The Dead had
seemingly cut off their right hand.81 By the end of the year, a combination of creative fatigue,
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heavy cocaine use, and an increasing bottom line from excessive staffing and an expensive
touring setup finally drove the band to take a hiatus.82 The band broke the news to Dead Heads
via newsletter, but with some assurance that touring would continue at some point in the future,
in no small part due to the devotion of the Dead Heads themselves. As one newsletter from
December 1974 read, “it is the fine response of Dead Heads over the years which leads us to
conclude that there is something worth maintaining.”83 From here, the Grateful Dead decided
that they would play one final series of shows at Bill Graham’s Winterland as a fitting send off to
the band’s first ten years and as a symbolic, living reminder of their humble beginnings. At the
“The Last Show,” the band’s prodigal drummer Mickey Hart, returned to the stage (to the
surprise of the band) for the first time since the treachery of his father nearly four years prior,
taking his place behind the drum kit, stage left of founding drummer Bill Kreutzmann, and
uniting the Rhythm Devils, once and for all.84 These final shows were not exceptional, they did
not see an immediate revival in the band’s creative or financial endurance, but they were an
effective and sentimental ‘bye for now’ to the band’s dedicated followers. The band’s internal
and external problems would follow them into the next half decade, but the bitter-sweet ‘end of
an era’ nonetheless helped characterize a decade of changes and troubles, ahead and behind. 85
Over the hiatus, the lack of touring led to mass layoffs of dedicated staff, work on the
Grateful Dead Movie (a passion project of Jerry Garcia) began to hemorrhage money, and after
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signing a distribution deal with United Artists in 1976, Grateful Dead records was ultimately
“pulled back into the profits-first orbit of the music industry.”86 Ron Rakow was also given the
ax following a number of “erratic and shady management practices,” but not before he could
write himself a check for $250,000 and jump ship.87 Cutler didn’t hesitate to call him a thief in
the same rank as Lenny Hart.88 The Dead’s attempt to completely circumnavigate the record
industry had taken a fatal blow and the band went into hibernation until they could once again
restructure.
In the early seventies, the Dead had tried to hold onto as many of the hip values and
motives as they possibly could, to varying degrees of success, but as they attempted to distance
themselves from the traditional music industry, hip values and “default” decision making
ultimately led to ruin and a return to a professional record company. Even with the success of
their live performances and the ever-growing population of Dead Heads nationwide, the ambition
of bigger and better shows without capital from record sales to back it up proved that the
counterculture might sell as a commodity, but its values were less transferrable to the business
world. If one was to succeed in the business side of music, profit had to be a priority. This meant
that once again the Grateful Dead’s survival would depend on their adaptability and by the time
the Dead was revived, a slew of changes quickly became apparent in everything from their
internal business affairs and approaches to studio work, to their overall sound, and their
ever-expanding Dead Head following.
The return of the Grateful Dead would bring immediate, significant change in the band’s
approach to studio work and business. Though the hiatus had financially eviscerated them, there
was a ray of hope for the band as they fully re-entered the music business in 1977, signing with
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Arista Records to produce their next two studio albums, Terrapin Station (1977) and Shakedown
Street (1978).89 Perhaps not coincidentally, these albums would be the band’s most accessible to
date with one Rolling Stone reporter describing the former as “disco dead,” and even comparing
the vocal harmonies to those of The Beatles.90 The Dead had adapted to fit the times and it was a
change in style that seemed widely agreeable. Crowd numbers and record sales grew with each
passing year and their music was gaining a broader audience.91 What’s more, members of the
band did not seem to feel constricted by this change in image, but rather felt empowered by it. In
1977 Jerry Garcia related to Rolling Stone that the old Dead trip had become a “burden,” but the
change had helped reinvigorate the band and they were “having fun again.”92 If the Grateful
Dead’s inability to circumvent the music industry themselves meant drawing closer to
commercial success and widespread accessibility, they could at least enjoy the ride. If you can’t
beat ‘em, join ‘em.93
The accessibility of the new studio albums spoke for themselves, having a positive
impact on the growth of the Dead Head subculture. When the Dead returned to touring in 1976,
they started by booking smaller gigs and even limiting ticket sales to 2 per person, per show, but
by 1977, they were back to large venues with regular audiences of 100,000 to 150,000.94
Furthermore, landmark gigs like their Rocking the Cradle shows in Cairo, Egypt and the
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midnight-to-sunrise sendoff of Bill Graham’s Winterland in 1978 would become some of their
most iconic gigs to date.95 With shows being larger than ever, a new sound that was more
accessible to wider audiences, and the passage of time bringing forth a new generation of Dead
Heads, the scene surrounding the Grateful Dead exploded. By 1978, “everyone… knew at least
one Dead Head.”96 And while the scene was still somewhat representative of the hippie
counterculture from which the original Dead Heads emerged, it had also become more inclusive
and inviting to outsiders. This led to more non-hippie Dead Heads than ever and a number of
interesting milestones in the band’s journey towards mainstream pop culture significance like
their appearance on Saturday Night Live in 1978.97 Inclusivity was a value that the Dead had
always strived for, but they had never achieved in a way that reached so far into the mainstream.
As the scene grew, however, it experienced another shift that would be the most significant in the
subculture’s history.
The introduction of parking lot marketplaces in 1979 would change the cultural and
physical landscapes of the Grateful Dead scene for decades, becoming an entirely autonomous
economic and social force. During a five show New Year’s run at the Henry Kaiser Stadium in
Oakland in 1979, the local promoter, Bob Barsotti allowed a number of young Dead Heads to
sleep in the park outside the venue. In exchange, the heads would watch the official merchandise
tent to make sure it wasn’t “ripped off.”98 By the end of the week, the number of campers outside
the venue “numbered in the hundreds.”99 By the following year, camping was a staple of Dead
shows and a sign of ultimate dedication to the band as it became more viable to follow them for a
few night run or even a full tour. Why pay for a hotel, when you could go to the show, get
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wasted, and fall out right there outside the venue? In like fashion, the need for money to fund
these intrepid trips soon became apparent and led to the establishment of the holy Dead Head
marketplace with pop-up tents of unwashed nomads hawking vegetarian burritos, tee shirts, and
of course some LSD and pot in case the others didn’t sell well enough.
Thus, Shakedown Street was born. In many ways, it began innocently enough as an
inheritance of the great American nomadic tradition while simultaneously mirroring much of the
original hippies’ value-driven business model. 100 As with the idealistic beginnings of the original
counterculture movement’s business model, however, the nature of camping and vending would
experience significant changes towards commercialization as the band and the subculture
surrounding it entered the 1980’s. When the hippie holdouts and the new, diversified Dead Heads
entered the age of Reagan and the historical peak of American consumerism, Shakedown Street
and the growing, diverse population of Dead Heads would play a lead role in overshadowing the
music that had inspired it.
The Grateful Dead entered the 1970s riding on the idealism of the original hippie
counterculture, but as the years wore on, the attempt to maintain or even reignite some of the
magic that created them gave way to many of the problems that had plagued the hippie
counterculture from the beginning. For a while, they tried to keep their image as the distinctly
hippie band and, with the help of professionals and businessmen like Sam Cutler, they found a
good deal of success making decisions by default, only caring for their music and the people that
loved it, while accepting the rewards offered and only restructuring when their livelihoods
depended on it. As a result of this outlook, we find both the Dead and the Dead Heads drifting
lazily towards the traps of commercialization. And though the Grateful Dead’s decision to
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change their image to better fit the times and thus open up the scene to anyone and everyone who
wanted to hop on the bus was perhaps the most hip thing they could have done, it also carried
with it the problems faced by the hippies at Altamont. Once a counterculture grows large and
diverse enough, when does it cease to be a counterculture? As the Grateful Dead entered a new
decade, this question would only become more pronounced as the band and subculture continued
to wade deeper into the waters of the mainstream.
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The Eighties
I know the rent is in arrears
The dog has not been fed in years
It's even worse than it appears
But it's alright…
I will get by, I will get by, I will get by,
I will survive
-

Touch of Grey101

The Eighties were a decade of nostalgia. In an era defined by cold, vapid consumerism
and social and political tension at home and abroad, looking back on the promise and idealistic
individualism of the sixties became a go-to for the American consumer and American
corporations. This was ever-apparent in the products and marketing of large corporations who, in
an attempt to reconcile the age of greed with what Tom Vanderbilt calls an “era of good
feelings,” targeted the music of the sixties to “sell everything from California Raisins to frequent
flyer memberships.”102 For a while, hip acts from the sixties revisited their place in the limelight
as America latched onto the idealism and optimism of the decade that brought us Woodstock,
free love, and head shops.103 As such, the Grateful Dead stood at the beginning of the eighties as
a symbol of the idealistic and romanticized undying sixties daydream. For a short period of time,
the Dead’s “daffy integrity” had a widespread appeal.104 Through a combination of this newfound
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mainstream appeal, the Dead’s changing appearance, the release of their first and only top 10
single, and the continued growth of the leviathan Dead Head subculture, the Dead reached
something of pop-rock icon status in the eighties. This would come at a cost however, as the
eighties also saw the band pulled further into the world of consumerism and commercial success
as they continued to readily accept the fame and success that approached them and the Dead
Head scene began to overshadow the music that inspired its creation. In this way, The Dead and
the Dead Heads would cross the threshold of a new decade as two intertwined but independent
commercializing forces that worked to transform public perceptions of the band, and the band
itself in nearly equal measure.
On the Grateful Dead’s side of things, the eighties brought a certain reflective maturity in
the way the band approached both music and business, refining the balance between success and
profit and their countercultural roots in a few ways. For one, in 1983 the Dead’s newest manager,
Danny Rifkin, established the band’s own mail order ticket office to help Dead Heads avoid
endless lines and help keep as much of their ticket sales in-house as possible (This was probably
especially valuable for the new Generation of Dead Heads who actually had day jobs).105 The
plan paid off for the band and over the following two years, ticket sales rose from 24,500 to
115,000, and by the early nineties to over 500,000.106 They were serving their fans and making a
dizzying profit at the same time, an achievement that came from years of balancing morality with
business. Furthermore, collaborations with other contemporary acts of the original beat-hip
movements like Bob Dylan in 1987 showed that the band still desired to remain close to their
roots and the people that were associated with it.107 At the same time however, such projects can
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also be seen as an attempt to capitalize on the popularity of both acts and the nostalgia factor that
characterized the eighties, even though the Dylan and the Dead live album that followed proved
to be a commercial flop.108 Nonetheless, these shows are telling of how the Dead continued to be
driven by musical and personal motivations, while also learning to try and capitalize on the
popularity of their musical product.
This theme is perhaps best exemplified by the band’s first and only Billboard top 10
single, “Touch of Grey.” On June 19th, 1987, audiences watching MTV were treated to the
Grateful Dead’s new upbeat earworm single. The accompanying video was shot like an average
Grateful Dead show, but with marionette skeletons dressed like members of the band performing
in front of an audience of wide-eyed Dead Heads. Musically, it was an easily digestible four and
a half minute tune, with a hook, bridge, small guitar solo, and triumphant chorus that made the
proclamation, “I will get by, ” ring in the ears of listeners for weeks to come. Lyrically, it dripped
with optimism and nostalgia, while still maintaining some of the Dead’s sarcastic edge by
including poetic descriptions of a cocaine induced hangover and the image of a now middle-aged
burnout from the hippie counterculture.109 It perfectly encapsulated everything about the Grateful
Dead in this era, both expressing their ability to change with the times while still acting “totally
in character.”110 What’s more, though the song itself had been in the band’s live rotation since
1983, the song’s uplifting themes and the release mere months after Garcia awoke from a six day
diabetic coma turned the song into an anthem of triumph and immortality for the Dead akin to
the fervor surrounding Reagan’s attempted assassination 5 years prior.111 Over the following
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weeks and months, “Touch of Grey” quickly climbed the national charts, topping out at #9 on the
Billboard Hot 100 in late September and symbolically completing the Grateful Dead’s transition
from niche hippie band to pop-rock icons symbolizing a bygone era.112
Though “Touch” did much to make the Grateful Dead a household name in the late
eighties, and certainly proved that the band could achieve commercial success at the same level
as any of their contemporaries, none of this is to say that the band blatantly pursued profit any
more than what had become characteristically Dead-like. Money and fame were still not major
motivators for the band and Garcia even began to feel as though the song had plunged the band
into a certain kind of “oversuccess” that they would subtly try to combat in word and deed over
the following years.113 When Grateful Dead publicist and historian Dennis McNally first
informed the band that the song broke the top ten, Jerry simply replied “I’m appalled.”114 For a
band that had always retained an image of non-commercialism, having a #9 hit single was almost
an embarrassment.115 Later, after begrudgingly agreeing to a photo shoot and gold record
ceremony with Arista executive Clive Davis and other members of the record company, the Dead
played a show at Madison Square Garden and decided to intentionally omit the new hit single.
For the record company, this was unheard of, but it was likely that there were few if any Dead
Heads who even noticed the omission.116
Additionally, the toll of such oversuccess began to show itself in the band's connection to
the Dead Head subculture that had long sustained them. Over the past few years, the scene had
exploded, Shakedown Streets grew larger and more prominent, and hundreds or even thousands
of ticketless fans crowded around every venue on tour. In an attempt to get away from the
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traveling city that followed the band’s every step, the Dead held a number of low profile,
unadvertised gigs at the Hampton Coliseum in Hampton, Virginia under their original name, The
Warlocks.117 The pseudonym made the concert something that only devoted Dead Heads who
knew the band’s history would pick up on, the limited advertisement helped quell the number of
ticketless or out-of-town concertgoers, and the nearly 10,000 person capacity of the venue meant
that the band could limit the overall number of attendees.118 And to an extent it worked. For a
brief moment, the band had a gasp of fresh air in the midst of their oversuccess. If nothing else,
these gigs, along with the band’s other mild rejections of fame show that by the late eighties, the
band had begun to recognize the problems of over-commercialization and over-popularity in the
same fashion as the hippies two decades prior. This parallel would unfortunately not end there,
however, as these subtle measures proved to be too little, too late. Not every show could be held
in a limited capacity auditorium under an assumed name. The Dead Heads were still as devoted
and determined as ever to follow the band they loved and the scene that surrounded it; and as
their numbers continued to rise with the growing success of the band, they were beginning to
experience their own profound shift.
By the late eighties, camping and vending had ceased to simply be a means of following
the band and the music they produced, it became an entire cultural economy and an essential
piece of the Grateful Dead experience. Where once Shakedown Street had been inhabited by
small independent artisans just trying to get by, the exponential growth of the Dead Head
subculture had begun to change the entire commercial and cultural landscape of parking lot
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marketplaces. Small stalls of hippie holdouts hawking grilled cheese and tie dye continuously
gave way to tent villages packed with bootlegged official merchandise, drugs, and thousands of
ticketless fans who would follow the band regardless of whether or not they could get into the
show.119 If nothing else, these developments were indicative of a greater trend in the Dead Head
community. As the scene grew larger, it was developing its own independent identity, built on the
foundations of the band, but gradually overshadowing it as increased numbers engendered
growing markets.
For one, the products sold on Shakedown began to change and grow. Bootlegs and stylish
copyright violations had always been present within the dead community, but small-scale
production of tee shirts with the band’s iconic “steal your face” logo or riffs on a FedEx slogan
(“When you absolutely positively have to be at the next show” became a go-to) could be largely
overlooked by the band, the venues, and the police.120 The mass counterfeit and sale of faked
official Grateful Dead merchandise was a much harder pill to swallow however, as the
duplications took away from the band’s own small hand in the merchandising of their product.
Additionally, Drugs like LSD, one of the original hippie movement’s most profound cultural
commodities, had an ongoing relationship with the band and its followers to the point where the
FBI began to investigate the band specifically in connection to “large quantities of LSD” coming
out of the San Francisco area.121 The hippies’ original, basic mission to “blow the mind of every
straight person you can reach” through the sheer proliferation of drugs and alternative lifestyles
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was alive and well, even if those lifestyles included the process of unambiguous, unabashed
commercialization.122
The changes being felt in the Shakedown scene were not only felt in the commodities
being sold, but were even noticeable in the values and motives of the Dead Heads themselves as
a new generation, brought in by the band’s growing mainstream popularity, began worshiping the
world’s biggest party as much as if not more than the music or the band itself. The generation of
Dead Heads that grew out of the late seventies and early eighties can be thought to have been
defined by pure devotion to the band, using vending as a means to the greater end of seeing the
band and still somewhat representing the heart of the counterculture that inspired their initial
creation. In contrast, the new generation of heads that arose in the late eighties began using
vending as a means to simply perpetuate the hedonistic freedom of a Grateful Dead parking lot.
As such, the practices of camping, vending, and following the band remained necessary, while
actually attending the show became ancillary. Countless vendors and fans continued to go on
tour and travel with the scene, regardless of their ability to see the band. In fact, many vendors
never saw a single show, but would sell enough of their wares to make the next show and maybe
even turn a minor profit along the way.123 And while numerous ticketless Dead Heads still
ambled around the lot with one finger raised to heaven, the universal symbol for needing a
“miracle” (a free ticket), thousands of non-paying concertgoers would be just as content falling
out on Shakedown, tripping through the evening with ten thousand of their closest friends.124 As
a consequence, Dead shows began to follow the same pattern of overpopulation that plagued the
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Haight Ashbury scene in the late sixties. 125 They were experiencing the “massive overload of an
environment.”126
As crowds grew, more concertgoers became rowdy or rude, individuals and groups
clashed with local law enforcement, and some venues even resolved to ban the Dead because of
the crowd they were drawing.127 In response to these problems, the Grateful Dead took a few
minor measures to limit ticketless fans and overcrowding, but ultimately remained laissez-faire
with the Dead Heads, still perhaps unwilling to upend the original counterculture’s value of
rampant inclusivity and the value of doing your own thing. They banned camping for a while,
which proved moderately successful.128 Likewise, they briefly attempted to ban vending, but
stopping the core of the Dead Head economy was nearly impossible.129 They even attempted to
reach their fans through a number of newsletters in 1988. Among requests for ticketless fans to
stay home, the band expressed that, though the Dead Heads were their own independent entity,
the Grateful Dead scene was supposed to be “supportive [and] civil,” treating police, neighboring
businesses, and other concertgoers with respect.130 This series of reprimands did little to
compensate for the growing independence of the Dead Head subculture however, as everything
from the commodities sold on Shakedown to the crowd’s unruliness, to the Grateful Dead’s own
inability or unwillingness to mend many of the problems that surrounded them began to indicate
that the Dead Heads had wholesale accepted the call to “do your own thing” and it would take
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more than a newsletter to make them heed any form of authority, even if it came from the men
they deified.
Beyond the sheer size of the Dead Head subculture, a newly apparent factor, added to the
mix as far back as the band’s initial image change in the late seventies, was blooming to
prominence within the scene. The cultural and ideological diversity brought on by the band’s
mainstream popularity was having a profound impact on what “doing your own thing” implied.
It was no singular, unified mission or socio-political movement. It was a social, cultural,
economic, and ideological free-for-all. The Dead Heads ranged from Nobel-laureates to
professional basketball players, from old hippie burnouts to young high school students, from
artists to senators, and so on.131 Each carried with them their own unique “trips” that they
intended to act out in earnest, fully exercising the wide range of independence promised by the
Dead’s “traveling circus.”132
Furthermore, because the Grateful Dead had always been more inclusive than exclusive,
this meant that the diversity of the subculture was not simply a natural product of changing styles
and growing popularity, but it was actively encouraged by the band. Garcia said that anyone
could be a Dead Head. From a staunch republican, to an old hippie communist, the Grateful
Dead invited anyone who wanted to be along for the ride, keeping with their distinctly American
identity by embracing the notion of the great American melting pot, and all of the complications
that come with it. According to Garcia, “What we do is as American as lynch mobs. America has
always been a complex place.”133 And while none, especially the band, could deny that such
rampant diversity and unmitigated freedom had its problems, their devotion to these values
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nonetheless remained consistent. But as the band entered their last half decade, these oldest of
hip values would be stretched to their limits as commodities turned into idols and the diversity
and freedom afforded to the Dead Heads turned somewhat malignant.
If the seventies were the decade of change for the Grateful Dead, the eighties marked the
band’s full submergence into a metamorphosed state of pop-culture godhood and commercial
success. Regardless of the band’s consistency in not caring about money, fame and success had
found them and, due in no small part to the Dead Head subculture that formed around them,
fame and success were not going to let go. With the Dead Heads’ unshakable devotion to
keeping the party going indefinitely and the band’s own inability or unwillingness to actively
oppose the problems that faced them, the late eighties had proven that even if you choose not to
decide, you have still made a choice. The neutral approach to business, money, and even their
own fanbase that the Dead had utilized from the beginning had fallen victim to one of the natural
laws of capitalism in the twentieth century. “The growth of the market [is] central to its
survival.”134 As more people depended on Shakedown Street as an alternative way of life, as
more people grew attracted to what on the outside looked to be the world’s biggest party, as
venues and crowds continued to experience the total overload of environment, the Grateful
Dead’s image as hip icons would be the brand that defined and fed Shakedown Street.
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The Nineties
My time coming, any day, don't worry about me, no
It's gonna be just like they say, them voices tell me so
Seems so long I felt this way and time sure passin' slow
Still I know I lead the way, they tell me where I go
- Estimated Prophet135
The final half decade of the Grateful Dead was one of slow attrition. As oversuccess and
overcrowding became more common and began souring many aspects of the whole Dead
experience, the band continued to hang onto their idealistic notion that the music was still in the
driver’s seat. In reality, it became clearer each year that the Dead Heads were driving the bus as
much if not more than the band themselves. Through the bands’ final five years of degeneration,
the massive cultural chimera that was the Dead Head subculture grew larger than ever,
expanding and evolving as they urged the band to keep up the pace. And as the Dead continued
to cash their checks, the faustian bargain of success continued to breed physical and mental
turmoil within and without.
First of all, a number of internal forces affected the Grateful Dead throughout the early
nineties, two of which in particular might help contextualize the beginning of the end for the
band. For one, Brent Mydland, the band’s keyboardist through the eighties and a major player in
the unique sound and vitality that the band had found in the late eighties, died of a drug overdose
on July 26, 1990, leaving the band devastated by yet another musical amputation akin to Pigpen
or Keith.136 Additionally, though hard drugs had been “no longer chic” with the band since the
mid eighties, Jerry Garcia’s heroin addiction became noticeably more severe.137 The rapid decline
in his health began to take a measurable toll on performances and overall cohesion within the
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band to the point where, by the final years of his life, Garcia had become a sickly, haggard shell
of his former self. To this day, Sam Cutler places the blame on the fact that nobody was willing
to tell him off, but as the unspoken law of the hippies dictated, “doing your own thing” would
trump intervention any day.138 “All a friend can say is ain't it a shame.”139
Regardless of these trials, demand for the Grateful Dead persisted and shows grew larger
and more profitable than ever. The bubble that had begun to expand in the seventies, and seemed
to reach terminal mass in the eighties, continued to grow ever-more engorged as the band was led
to play larger venues to accommodate for the massive size of their audience.140 As a result, they
consistently raked in more money than ever, making $3 Million from a single six night run at
Madison Square Garden in 1993, which was only one stop on the band’s 18 show tour that
Fall.141 Monetarily, the Dead had become unrecognizable from the small bar band that crawled
out of the Acid Tests in 1966. They were veritable cash cows whose every touch turned into a
commodity. That same year, Garcia was offered $1 million to appear alongside his art at an event
in Japan and though never took his art extremely seriously, “the opportunity to have a piece of
Jerry’s mind,” was an irresistible offer to some and just like that, a simple outlet for the
guitarist’s self-expression became a coveted relic of a saint.142 All of this helps illuminate the fact
that by the Grateful Dead’s final decade, there was no hope and hardly even an attempt to avoid
the fame and funds that had latched onto them. While some half-hearted attempts had been made
in the years prior to try and shake some of their oversuccess, it seems that by this point, they
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admitted that it was something of a futile effort. Though they had always passively tried not to
put money first, the Dead, like the hippies, were still capitalists at heart.143
Regardless (or perhaps as a consequence) of commercial success, the scene surrounding
Grateful Dead shows likewise started to feel the massive weight of the musicians’ fatigue and the
changing identity of the Dead Heads as shows that went off without a hitch became the exception
rather than the rule. While crowds became more diverse and dyonisian than ever before,
consistent overcrowding and rowdiness meant that any concert after 1987 that went smoothly
was nothing short of “a triumph.”144 Between the thousands of ticketless fans, the huge tent cities
of vendors and vagabonds, and the ineffectiveness or willful ignorance of security guards,
Shakedown Streets in the nineties took on the appearance of an anarchic, but diverse cultural and
economic center.145 As a result, the scene became more defined by the parking lot marketplaces
than ever before, but with a palpable change to the goods, services, and clientele that populated
them. Such changes characterized the peak of Grateful Dead commercialization.
To begin with, hordes of “bobos” (bourgeois bohemians) and upper class, college aged
yuppies flooded the scene in the late eighties and early nineties, following the band because they
could afford to, and feeding the demand for goods and services that a more non-commercial head
likely would scoff at.146 As a response, vendors on Shakedown, who had also become more
diverse and profit-minded over the years, changed to take advantage of the commercial
143
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opportunity that lay in front of them. As Rob Weir writes in one article for the Journal of
Popular Music Studies,
By the 1990s, [Shakedown Street] connoted a crass capitalist ethos in which the
macrame ́ artists, leather craftsmen, and tape traders of the Dead’s earlier days had
yielded turf to hucksters and black marketers offering everything from valet
parking service ($30) and private toilets ($1) to nitrous oxide balloons ($5) and
scalped tickets (up to $450 for $32 passes).147
In addition, the profitability of Grateful Dead imagery, from Steal Your Face logos, to dancing
bears, to skulls and roses, to designs depicting Garcia’s right hand (complete with iconic missing
middle finger), continuously appeared on tee shirts, mugs, pins, hats, and anything else one could
slap a logo onto.148 The Dead Heads were making a killing on the image of their idols, and were
becoming an economic force to be reckoned with because of it. By 1994, their influence even
grew past the boundaries of the venue gate.
Throughout the early nineties, the sheer scale of commercial activity on Shakedown
Street began to have a profound impact on each city along the band’s regular touring schedule as
the massive influx of tourism and economic activity that the Dead’s acolytes brought with them
made the scene somewhat attractive to local governments and communities. One homemade
documentary from the Deer Creek concerts in 1993 illustrated how small towns like Noblesville,
Indiana embraced the arrival of thousands of Dead Heads. The video depicts a convoy of brightly
colored vans and station wagons rolling past a banner near the Pine Lakes campground with
“Welcome Dead Heads,” printed in bold alongside a Coca Cola Logo, implying that officials
representing the camp ground embraced the traveling circus with open arms.149 Acceptance and
benefits of Dead Head migration were likewise apparent in larger cities. One 1997 study on the
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Grateful Dead’s economic impact on the city Las Vegas over three shows in 1995 found that the
sojourning mass of Dead Heads brought between $17 million and $28 million to the city’s local
economy.150 Not only had the Dead Heads created a massive economic system that ran almost
independently from the rest of the band, they were beginning to spread that influence to
communities as small as Noblesville, and cities as large as Las Vegas. And though it can be said
that using Las Vegas as a sample measure of Dead Head economic activity – essentially the
equivalent of dropping a kid in a candy store that also happened to have Nitrous Oxide and
Blackjack – might have led to skewed results that cannot necessarily be indicative of the average
Dead Show, it still helps us understand that, by the band’s final year, the exorbitant amount of
profit being generated by the Dead Heads was enough to make waves in the capital city of
American vice and consumerism.
On the other hand however, the appeal of profit was not always strong enough to distract
these same communities from the “violence and unruliness” that had begun to define the scene in
the nineties as, by 1994 and 1995 the rowdiness of the Dead Heads had made the band’s arrival
something of a “double-edged sword.”151 Once more, overcrowding and ticketless fans were a
major concern for venues like Deer Creek, where one concert on July 2, 1995 saw 20,000 heads
show up without tickets.152 All combined, nearly 5,000 of these fans rushed the gate, defaced
property, and threw bottles at security, resulting in the band canceling the following day’s show –
“the first such decision caused by the audience in thirty years” – and a no-holds-barred
denouncement of the attackers by the band via the Grateful Dead Newsletter three days later.153
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In this way, while the economic impact of the band’s traveling circus granted some cities their
wildest financial and touristic fantasies, the oversaturation of party worshippers and violent
hangers-on in the Dead Head scene was beginning to make the average Grateful Dead show a
bitter, anarchic, and unpredictable fiasco.
The duality and unpredictability of shows in this final period of the band’s life is perhaps
most vividly clear when comparing the 1994 and 1995 concerts in Highgate, Vermont. In 1994,
the band’s first stop in the small town went off relatively smoothly with about 50,000 people in
attendance, which allowed the gig to “[slide] under the radar,” while also undoubtedly bringing
the small Vermont town some of the irresistible economic benefits that came with the standard
Dead Head package.154 The concert was such a local success that the city begged the Dead to
come back the following year and looked at the possibility of booking other “rockin’ cash cows”
like the Rolling Stones, that might have a similar financial effect.155 In contrast to the relative
success of Highgate ‘94 however, Highgate ‘95 was marred by all of the worst a Dead show
could bring. When the city asked the Dead to return, the band tried to add the stipulation of
banning vending and camping, a request that was denied by the locals, who instead rented out the
land bordering the venue for vending and camping, giving equal opportunity to peddlers of
vegetarian burritos as they did nitrous oxide dealers.156 With the idea of immense profit having
the citizens and city officials of Highgate foaming at the mouth, the relatively successful and
discrete example set by ‘94 was quickly replaced by a consumerist foghorn, guiding some of the
Dead Heads’ worst and dimmest straight to the venue gate.
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Some of the older, more financially stable and savvy Dead Heads arrived in droves,
anxious to “participate in consumer orgies.”157 Likewise, herds of Bobos and Yuppies were in
attendance, checking out the hordes of “corporate logo merchandise that had nothing to do with
the Grateful Dead,” brushing past the strung out Wooks and wild youths ready to crash the gate
just for the hell of it.158 All in all, 20,000 Heads showed up without tickets and the gates were
opened so nobody would get hurt, but the legacy of Highgate would stain the Grateful Dead’s
final summer on the road and help characterize an entire era of the shows and Dead Heads.159
Highgate, like the Altamont Speedway disaster nearly three decades before, would serve
posterity as a lesson in not “trying to do twice what you should only do once.”160 And though the
Dead Heads are by no means blameless in the pandemonium they themselves caused, we can
also see that cities like Highgate played a major role in enabling the hedonistic masses for the
sake of profit throughout the nineties. At a certain point, the ability for the Dead Heads to cause
chaos was a direct product of the locals’ willingness to cave in to the demands of mass
consumerism that had seemingly taken a hold over them as much as it had the whole Dead Head
scene. The band continued to play night to night, but the action happening on Shakedown Street
was the real performance. Over the clamor of dollars changing hands and the din of thousands of
stoned-out voices having the time of their lives, nothing could be heard, not even the silent
suffering of a tired and heroin addicted Jerry Garcia, who performed “zombielike” to crowds of
morbid proportions until the end of the tour.161 On July 9th, 1995, Jerry Garcia played his final
concert alongside the Grateful Dead in Chicago. Exactly one month later, he died in his sleep at
Serenity Knolls substance abuse clinic, about half a mile from where he had spent part of “the
157
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magical summer of 1966.”162 The 53 year old’s estate was squabbled over and promptly divided
up amongst his heirs.163
The Dead Heads mourned the death of a man they had worshiped, but his legacy lived on,
branded on the hearts of all who were touched by the music, and doubly branded on the products
that outlasted the man himself. Magazines like Relix that were founded by Heads, for Heads
continued to post advertisements for hot Grateful Dead themed collectors items into the rest of
the decade and beyond. On the first page of one issue from 1998, the reader is immediately met
with the 17.5 inch tall “Jerry Doll” complete with saintly smile, fluffy grey hair, and missing
middle finger on the right hand.164 But wait! Also be on the lookout for the Grateful Dead Bean
Bear collectibles.165 Coming in 21 unique designs, who wouldn’t want to buy them all? Further
in, the reader is bombarded with offers for Jerry Garcia postage stamps ($9.95), dancing bear
lunch boxes ($14.88), Terrapin Station musical snow globes ($59.88), and “limited edition”
Grateful Dead Cookie Jars ($135.00).166 Just as the music of the Dead has and will continue to
outlast any of the members themselves, so too will the products and collectibles that stack the
shelves of nostalgic Dead Heads or anyone who wants a piece of rock and roll memorabilia.
Over the following years and decades, these images, practices, and commodities even
began to spill over into the wider jam band scene that the Dead and Dead Heads contributed to
towards the end of the century, with acts like Phish, Leftover Salmon, and Widespread Panic
adopting their own Dead Head-like followings in the late nineties and carrying them over into
the present day.167 Phish’s scene in particular perhaps inherited the most from its progenitors as
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Phishheads began to hold their own Shakedown Streets, complete with many of the same fans
and businesses (legal or otherwise) one might find on a Grateful Dead lot.168 Images of Jerry and
assorted Grateful Dead iconography were scattered throughout Shakedown, appearing alongside
pop-tents of grilled cheeses, artisan crafts, LSD, and all other ritual objects of “Head” culture and
tradition. Thus, the method and model of Shakedown was perfected, the translation of cultural
experience to consumer good was complete, and the nomadic subculture that formed in the early
seventies had become a cultural force to be reckoned with. As the old Dead Head adage asserts,
“we’re everywhere.”169
In many ways, the nineties were simply the paradoxical terminus of everything that the
Dead and the hippie movement had strived for since the beginning. On the one hand, the
unabashed, unmitigated consumerism of the shakedown scene and the duality of the Dead Heads
is a cautionary tale of what happens when everyone within a few mile radius is given license to
“do what thou wilt.”170 On the other hand, if being hip was doing your own thing, living the life
you wanted, and being in touch but ultimately unbound to the world around you, being a Dead
Head was what it looked like in the late nineties. On the one hand, the Grateful Dead’s neutral,
apathetic, “decision by default” approach to business and money led to a consistent move
towards professionalism, organization, and eventually “oversuccess.” On the other hand, if the
Grateful Dead’s goal was to perform the music they wanted for whoever wanted to listen, they
seemed to have achieved that as well as they could have hoped, even if it came at a cost.
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Overall, the intertwined histories of the Grateful Dead and the Dead Heads show that,
through a combination of internal and external forces, the band and the scene that it was tied to
were reshaped by their ever-increasing willingness to participate in the American mass market,
in a way that was all too reminiscent of the original Hippie Counterculture’s rise and assumed
fall. And by understanding the history of the Grateful Dead and the transmutation (and perhaps
transformation) of hip values through them, we can likewise identify the similar or repeating
cultural trends that continue to permeate through what is left of the band, the scene, and the
music.
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Conclusion
The Dead and the Dead Heads continue to mirror everything good, idealistic, naive, and
flawed within the culture that they helped shape and which helped shape them. As children of the
disillusioned post-war technocracy, they found themselves at the crossroads of a new era in
American history time and again. They were simply in the right place at the right time, carrying
hip values into the last half of the millennium and putting them to the scrutiny of time and
change with each subsequent step. And though whatever legitimacy remains within the hippie
counterculture and its postmodern children remains ultimately unmeasurable, it has become clear
that while their values of complete acceptance, non-confrontation, and neutrality were not able to
topple the American mass market, they were able to slowly adapt and integrate into it over time.
I fear however, that in explaining the growth and commercialization of the Grateful Dead,
the Dead Heads, and the hippies in such a linear and seemingly pessimistic fashion, I also run the
risk of oversimplifying or overlooking the nuances of a band and culture that I consider myself
irrevocably tied to. Regardless of the contradictions and paradoxes that plagued the Dead over
their thirty year trip, they helped create something truly wonderful and lasting, even if a few bad
apples seemed to spoil the bunch. Such is the nature of humankind. Amidst the
commercialization of the Dead and its perceived downward spiral into the world of profit and
consumerism, magic was created, harnessed, and passed down in myth and legend to generation
after generation. For those who sat in rapture as the music played the band, who stood with their
mouths agape trying their hardest just to hold on to the thoughts, moments, and revelations that
rushed past them as song bled into song, the Dead were still the Dead, commercialization be
damned. For those on stage who traveled through the twilight of the twentieth century to pass on
whatever embers remained of the Hippie ideal, there remained a faith in human kindness and a
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hope that with every note that was brought forth from a fervent and genuine heart, peace could
be achieved and fun could be had. Even for those who simply wandered to and fro, index finger
raised to heaven as the sights, scents, and sounds of Shakedown overtook them (in tandem with
the chemicals running through their veins), there was and still is a noble if not naive vision of an
alternative life. They were often described by Garcia as the “last adventure,” a rare chance to
embark on a journey across the big, beautiful continent of North America with thousands of your
closest friends while you still could.171 Despite all of the flaws one may find in the motives or
methods of the Grateful Dead and their followers, the ideal they represented and continue to
represent for countless people over multiple generations (including that of an undergraduate in
the year 2022) can be described as nothing short of miraculous in nature.
As I ambled through the Shakedown Street outside of Phish’s second show in Atlanta in
2021, I failed to be struck by the amount of diversity and commercial activity in the crowd.
Whether it was because I understood the scene more or that I had just become desensitized to the
topic after months of research and reading, it is true that I wasn’t surprised to see crass
consumerism among the descendents of hip. I was, however, perhaps a bit more appreciative of
the scene; not the scene as I had romanticized as a highschooler, not as it was when that belief
was challenged at my first Dead and Company show in 2019, but as it was in itself: a paradox, a
hodgepodge, simultaneously a chaotic perversion and faithful representation of that idealistic
first wave that shook American culture in just a few short years. In the parking lot, a business
casual soccer dad trades stories and substances with a long haired teenager as crowds of heads
shuffle from booth to booth, bartering with each other. Complete strangers begin to carouse and
prophecy about the upcoming show, all of them are itching to see if the band can top the monster
171
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25 minute-long “Chalk Dust Torture” from the previous night. Others in the audience stare
towards the stage from behind the still closed venue gates, silently manifesting the song they’ve
been chasing for years. As I swallowed the last bite of the best grilled cheese I have ever had in
my life, I thought that it was no wonder that Shakedown was the place to be. It’s large, it’s
imperfect, it’s chaotic, it’s beautiful, and it perfectly exemplifies the long strange trip of a band
that helped shape it and the counterculture that shaped them.
What happens when a counterculture grows oversaturated; when its values of
noninterference and “doing your own thing” come face to face with the American mass market
and its longstanding promise to never let anything profitable go unprofited? What happens when
a band intended to represent everything righteous and good about the hippie counterculture
becomes virtually unrecognizable despite their best efforts? You bear witness to the mythical rise
and commodified collapse of the original hippie counterculture splayed out over the course of
three more decades and beyond. You get the deification of a man who was as flawed, if not more
so, than the bright eyed acolytes that followed him with religious devotion. You get a beautifully
paradoxical cultural ethic that can bring the best out of some and the worst out of others. You get
the Good Ol’ Grateful Dead.
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